
New Business Conditions Requires a New TMS
Based in Cohoes, New York, Mohawk Fine Papers Inc. is North America’s largest 
privately owned manufacturer of fine papers for commercial and digital printing. 
Mohawk is recognized for its technical innovation and environmental focus. Mohawk 
is going through a business transformation, caused by the industry shrinking as a 
direct result of lower demand for printed material. 

The Pulp and Paper Industry is highly competitive and Mohawk seeks to use 
Information Technology as a competitive edge. The key issue for Mohawk was a 
previous TMS implementations that dated back to 2001 had failed for various reasons.

The IT Project Manager for Mohawk states, “We became mired in data entry and 
administration. We fell way behind in freight payment. Carriers were screaming. We 
had seven people working 12 and 15 hour days, including weekends.  That’s when 
we called MercuryGate.”

Rapid Implementation Delivers Rapid ROI
Mohawk embarked on an aggressive implementation plan that saw a full integration 
with carriers and internal legacy systems within just three months. Orders can 
now be planned and scheduled for shipment within an hour after receipt. Carrier 
scheduling and execution management, that had previously seen 20% of the 
Mohawk shipments incur service failures, were remedied and delivery issues have 
since been eliminated.

The eight-month Freight Payment logjam was quickly cleared.  All carriers are now paid quickly and accurately. This 
change has not only eliminated over-payments and duplicate payments, but has also allowed Mohawk to eliminate 
overtime and reduce the staff managing the payment process.

With the wealth of information and flexibility of reporting now available, Mohawk has executed a management by exception 
paradigm. In addition, a rate portal for the Order Desk provides Customer Service instant access to freight costs to quote 
delivered-pricing to customer. Repetitive phone calls and emails for freight quotes are history!

“At Mohawk, we pride ourselves on flexibility, agility and operational excellence. With the world quickly changing around 
us, we knew we had to adjust to the new realities of our business by promoting efficiency and controlling energy costs in 
an environmentally responsible manner. MercuryGate’s TMS allowed us to focus on business processes rather than the 
mechanics of running the system,” according to the Vice President of IT for Mohawk. “The MercuryGate TMS project not 
only brought significant savings, but earned Mohawk the Progressive Manufacturing 100 award for leveraging technology to 
achieve business gains.”
Immediate and Continued Transportation Costs Savings
Mohawk immediately saved 6% of their annual freight bill and realized a 15,000-pound/load-utilization improvement. 
Mohawk also profited significantly from the reduced labor costs and process time required to manage both the 
transportation planning and freight payment processes and expects to see another 5-6% freight bill savings from making 
timely and proper payments.

Background 
Using several MercuryGate tools, 
BlueGrace has been able to expand its 
customer base and scale up effectively 
while also enabling cost and resource 
savings for its own clients

The Solution
MercuryGate’s rapid implementation, 
combined with the functionality of the 
TMS, allowed Mohawk to eliminate their 
transportation operations issues. The need 
for unproductive over-administration of 
transportation operations was eliminated.

The Results
Mohawk saw immediate savings of 
6% of their annual freight bill as well as 
experienced reduced labor costs and 
process time required to manage both 
the transportation planning and freight 
payment processes.
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Curing Operational Issues

“MercuryGate’s TMS allowed us 
to focus on business processes 
rather than the mechanics of 
running the system” 

“The MercuryGate TMS project 
not only brought significant 
savings, but earned Mohawk the 
Progressive Manufacturing 100 
award for leveraging technology 
to achieve business gains.”

Vice President of IT


